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Product Introduction
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Name: Vibe Multifunctional Facial Cleansing Brush
Model: FLC1808
Weight: 124.4g
Product Size: 110.9x67.1x31.5mm
Main Material: Silicon, PC, ABS, SUS304
Charge Parameters: DC5V, 500mA
Battery Capacity: 500mAh
Charging Time: 2h
Working Time: 80min
Water Proof Level: IPX7

Specification

Vibe Facial Cleanser × 1
usb cable × 1

Instruction Manual × 1

Content



How to Use

Remove the magnetic suction ring
Place makeup cotton makeup remover in the makeup 
remover area
Use the magnetic ring holder to clamp down the cotton   
wipe
Press & hold the power button to turn on the device
Use the vibration speed keys to adjust the vibration
cleaning intensity       
After makeup removal is completed, press and hold the
power mode to turn off device. 
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Use the normal amount of facial cleanser you normally 
use and place it on the cleansing area.
Wet your face with water 
Press & hold the power button to start the facial 
cleanser. The sonic vibrations assist for deep cleaning.
Adjust the vibration cleaning intensity to your choosing 
by using the vibration speed keys. 
After cleansing is completed, press and hold the power 
mode to turn off device. 
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Vibe Makeup Removal

Facial Cleansing



How to Use

Remove the magnetic suction ring
Place makeup cotton makeup remover in the makeup 
remover area
Use the magnetic ring holder to clamp down the cotton   
wipe
Press & hold the power button to turn on the device
Use the vibration speed keys to adjust the vibration
cleaning intensity       
After makeup removal is completed, press and hold the
power mode to turn off device. 

Press & hold the power button to start the facial cleanser 
sonic vibrations which assist in massage and in lifting of 
your skin. 
Adjust the vibration cleaning intensity to your choosing 
by using the vibration speed keys. 
Shape, lift, & massage the area of your liking to life skin 
upwards. 
After massage and lifting is completed, press and hold 
the power mode to turn off device.

①
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④

Shaping & Lifting

Spread your favorite the moisturizing cream evenly on 
your face, then press and hold the power button to 
switch on device
Next turn on the EMS microcurrent mode with a short 
press of the power button
Adjust the vibration cleaning intensity to your choosing 
by using the vibration speed keys. 
Use the EMS microcurrent to lift up skin and help it 
absorb the cream better. The sonic vibration assists in 
helping your skin absorb the cream. The red light 
treatment stimulate the skin to produce more collagen.   
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Using EMS Microcurrent with Red Light Treatment 



Cleaning and Maintenance

* When the device is not being use for a long periods of
time, make sure that the device is cleaned and wiped dry.  

*Do not use harsh chemical cleaners like bleach or 
rubbing alcohol to clean the device. 

*Use non toxic diswashing cleaner or soap to clean the 
device. Then make sure the device is completely dry 
before storing. 

*Store in dry areas away from direct sunlight 

Light state

Low Battery: Red Light flashes 
(Power off after flashing 3 times)

Charging: The Red light is on
Fully Charged: Displays a blue light

Precautions

Do not keep the device soaked for long periods of
time.

Do not use the device with any type of corrosive liquids or 
cleaning products that may damage the device.

Do not charge device when charging port is not dry.

Do not disassemble, modify, misuse, or throw the 
product in any way. 



Troubleshooting Guide

GET SOCIAL WITH US

* When the device is not being use for a long periods of
time, make sure that the device is cleaned and wiped dry.  

*Do not use harsh chemical cleaners like bleach or 
rubbing alcohol to clean the device. 

*Use non toxic diswashing cleaner or soap to clean the 
device. Then make sure the device is completely dry 
before storing. 

*Store in dry areas away from direct sunlight 

1.)Why is my device not responding when pressing 
power button?
Try charging the battery and then try again. 

2.) Why is my device not charging?
Check to confirm that the charging cable is connected 
and is properly working

3.) Why is the ems not working properly? 
Adjust Vibration Speed Control intensity during EMS 
mode to test if that resolves the problem. 

4.) Why does my siliicon brush feel sticky or weird?  
If the silicon brush deteriorates or becomes sticky due to 
oxidation or damage, stop using the device immediately. 

IF the device still does not work properly, contact the 
seller that you purchased the product from or 
support@qlifetoday.com 

@Qlifeproducts

@Qlifetoday

@Qlifetoday

@Qlifetoday

EMAIL US
Support@Qlifetoday.com

WEBSITE
www.qlifetoday.com


